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SPACE DESIGNATION NUMBERS�

	 The numbers are intended for the doorframe above the door or for�
the door itself. It is needed to anticipate them at all spaces bearing in mind�
that every space had an adequate key and a pendant with the same number.�
Care should be taken of the partition accessory doors which mainly stay�
unsecured, and so neither the key nor the pendant could have a designa-�
tion. It is recommended that in such cases, beside the number, an additional�
designation be added, for instance &1 or &4.�

	 If a space is designated by an aluminum profile Al 80 to designate�
the spaces including the space number too, putting this number is not needed.

�
dimension> Standard dimension of the number is 50 x 30 mm.

color> By the choice of architect - investor from the producer^s shade chart�
with more than 20 shades.�

material> GRAVOPLY material, an American producer NEW HERMES�
product.�
�
production technique> By engraving by the programmed CNC machine the�
upper layer of the two - layered GRAVOPLY material is removed under�
which there emerges the lower layer of different color.�

installation> The numeral is attached by double self - sticking tape 3M 468MP�
which provides a solid connection to the background.�

*The manufacturing of numbers of other dimensions, shapes and materials depending on�
the interior, is possible.
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